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Serials in the British Library together with locations and holdings of other British and Irish libraries.
As epitomized in the 2016 U.S. Presidential election, women in politics may hit a “glass ceiling” or in the case of former
U.K. Prime Minister, Theresa May in 2019, go over a “glass cliff”. Even though women are starting to experience more
success gaining offices at state and local levels, women’s participation in the political arena is still disproportionately low.
This book explores current research findings, development practices, theory, and the lived experience to deliver
provocative thinking that enhances leadership knowledge and improves leadership development of women around the
world.
Despite the liberalized reconfiguration of civil society and political practice in nineteenth-century Europe, the right to make
foreign policy, devise alliances, wage war and negotiate peace remained essentially an executive prerogative. Citizen
challenges to the exercise of this power grew slowly. Drawn from the educated middle classes, peace activists
maintained that Europe was a single culture despite national animosities; that Europe needed rational inter-state
relationships to avoid catastrophe; and that internationalism was the logical outgrowth of the nation-state, not its
subversion. In this book, Cooper explores the arguments of these "patriotic pacifists" with emphasis on the remarkable
international peace movement that grew between 1889 and 1914. While the first World War revealed the limitations and
dilemmas of patriotic pacifism, the shape, if not substance, of many twentieth-century international institutions was
prefigured in nineteenth-century continental pacifism.
This volume analyses the prospects and challenges of the African Court of Justice and Human and Peoples' Rights in
context. The book is for all readers interested in African institutions and contemporary global challenges of peace,
security, human rights, and international law. This title is also available as Open Access on Cambridge Core.
????:The analysis of internationa relations
This book examines Africa-Europe relationships and intra-Africa relationships vis-à-vis migration. It analyses the African
integration project that is being used to effectively manage migration within Africa and across its RECs, and harnessing it
for development. The book presents debates related to the EU’s hardening and securitisation of its external border
against migrants from Africa. It shows that migration actually challenges Africa-European relations, which is discussed as
an important theme in this book. Authors in this book volume investigate several issues ranging from conundrums
relating to migration between Africa and Europe to migration within Africa, but also in relation to borders and boundaries,
its bearing on regional and continental integration and the significance of this in terms of relations between Africa and
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Europe. This book volume brings into conversation issues relating to the governance of migration for development, social
cohesion and regional integration.

????????,?????,??????????????????????????“????”????????????????????????????,???????????????????????,??????????????????????.
The aim of this report is to present an overview of the 17 Goals using data currently available to highlight the most significant gaps and
challenges. The latest data show that one eighth of humankind still lives in extreme poverty and that 800 million people suffer from hunger,
and that water scarcity affects more than a quarter of humanity. These statistics show how important coordinated global data-generation
efforts are in supplying reliable and timely data for systematic follow-up and progress reviews.
????????????????????????,????????????????,???????????????????????????????14????????
???????????, ?????????????????????????????????????????????, ??????????, ????????????, ??????,
????????????????????????????????.
Volume 1 (A and B) of the Yearbook of International Organizations covers international organizations throughout the world, comprising their
aims, activities and events
????:?????;????????????;?????:?????????;???????:??????;?????????;????:?????????????
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????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????? ??????????? ?????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????……
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????……
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????…… ????????? ?????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????
????????????????????????????? ?????????????? ??? ?? (??)
This publication outlines the general rules of procedure of WIPO.
???????????,????????????????????????????????????????,??????????????
The book examines if and to what extent the proliferation of direct military assistance on the request of a recognized
government is changing the rules regulating the use of force. Since the end of the Cold War, several (sub)regional
organizations in Africa have codified military assistance on request in their respective treaty frameworks. In addition, in
countries such as Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya, Mali, Somalia, South Sudan, Syria, and Yemen, internationally recognized
governments embroiled in protracted armed conflicts have requested direct military assistance from individual States or
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groups of States. These requests are often accepted by the other States, and at times the United Nations Security
Council, even when the requesting governments have very limited effective control over their territories, lack democratic
legitimacy, and are engaged in wide-spread and systematic violations of international human rights, and humanitarian
law.0 This book departs from a definition of requested military assistance that refers to the exercise of forcible measures
by third-State armed forces or those controlled by an international organisation in the territory of the requesting State. It
then examines the authority to issue a request for (or consent to) direct military assistance, as well as the type of
situations in which such assistance may be requested?notably whether it can be requested during a civil war (armed
conflict). De Wet finishes by examining the important and controversial question of whether, and to what extent, the
proliferation of forcible assistance on request is changing the legal framework applying to the use of force in international
law.
??????????·??????????????????????????·?????????????????????????????????????????????????????“????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????”??????????“?????????”????????????
The East Central Europe in Exile series consists of two volumes which contain chapters written by both esteemed and renowned scholars, as
well as young, aspiring researchers whose work brings a fresh, innovative approach to the study of migration. Altogether, there are thirtyeight chapters in both volumes focusing on the East Central European émigré experience in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The first
volume, Transatlantic Migrations, focuses on the reasons for emigration from the lands of East Central Europe; from the Baltic to the Adriatic,
the intercontinental journey, as well as on the initial adaptation and assimilation processes. The second volume is slightly different in scope,
for it focuses on the aspect of negotiating new identities acquired in the adopted homeland. The authors contributing to Transatlantic
Identities focus on the preservation of the East Central European identity, maintenance of contacts with the “old country”, and activities
pursued on behalf of, and for the sake of, the abandoned homeland. Combined, both volumes describe the transnational processes affecting
East Central European migrants.
Shifting power balances in the world are shaking the foundations of the liberal international order and revealing new fault lines at the
intersection of human rights and international security. Will these new global trends help or hinder the world's long struggle for human rights
and democracy? The answer depends on the role of five rising democracies—India, Brazil, South Africa, Turkey, and Indonesia—as both
examples and supporters of liberal ideas and practices. Ted Piccone analyzes the transitions of these five democracies as their stars rise on
the international stage. While they offer important and mainly positive examples of the compatibility of political liberties, economic growth, and
human development, their foreign policies swing between interest-based strategic autonomy and a principled concern for democratic
progress and human rights. In a multipolar world, the fate of the liberal international order depends on how they reconcile these tendencies.
Some vols., v. 1-14 include proceedings of the union's 2d-8th Congress, 1950-64
???????????, ???????????????????????, ??????????????????, ?????????????????.
Military Assistance on Request and the Use of ForceOxford University Press, USA
The SADC Protocol on Gender and Development is the only sub-regional instrument in the world that brings together global and continental
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commitments to gender equality in one instrument used to enhance accountability. The Southern African Gender Protocol Alliance is a
network of country and regional NGOs that campaigned for the Protocol, it’s updating, implementation and tracking. Originally aligned to the
Millennium Development Goals that expired in 2015, SADC Gender Ministers updated the Protocol and aligned it to the Sustainable
development Goals (SDGs), Beijing Plus Twenty and the Africa Agenda 2063 in 2016. In July 2017, the Ministers adopted a Monitoring,
Evaluation and Results Framework (MERF) that is now the basis of reporting. 2018 marks the tenth anniversary of the SADC Gender
Protocol and the Barometer. Moving with the times, the Alliance has expanded the two yardsticks in the Barometer: the SADC Gender and
Development Index (SGDI) and the Citizen Score Card (CSC). The Barometer incorporates many MERF and SDG indicators, as well as its
own unique measures of voice, choice and control. The Barometer also introduces the Gender Responsive Assessment of Constitutions and
Laws conducted by Alliance experts and networks around the region. A wealth of data, insights and analysis awaits all readers of the
Barometer, that will also be made available online and in multi-media formats. The “SADC we want” is one in which citizens engage; step it
up for gender equality, and make sure we achieve Planet 50/50 by 2030!
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???????????????????,?????????,?????????????,??????????????,??????????????????“???”????????????,?????“?????
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